Self-organizing growth neural network (SOGNN) is an unsupervised clustering algorithm based on competitive learning, which can extract the distribution information and topology information of input data. However, the current SOGNN lacks effective and stable judgment indicators for the scale of network node growth, thereby failing to effectively evaluate and control the reasonable size of the output space. To this end, this paper proposes a judgment index, i.e., expected quantization error stability (EQES), to objectively judge the approximation degree of the output space to the input space. Based on the Growing Neural Gas (GNG) algorithm, an improved GNG algorithm, called GNG-EQES, is proposed, which introduces the EQES criterion to enable the GNG algorithm to generate an appropriate number of output network nodes autonomously without pre-determining the size of the output network. This not only improves the accuracy of feature extraction of the SOGNN, but also improves its adaptive ability and expands its application scope. The experiments in continuous input space and discrete input space have verified the validity and feasibility of the method proposed, and the method is applied to the construction of mobile robot environment topology map.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering and topological learning are two important parts of unsupervised learning, both of which attempt to discover hidden density distribution information and topology structure from unlabeled datasets. Many competitive neural network models have been proposed to deal with this kind of problems [1] - [5] . For example, the Neural Gas (NG) [6] network proposed by Martinetz uses one group of preset neurons to represent input space, and then extracts the density distribution information of input space through competitive learning. The self-organizing map (SOM) [7] proposed by Kohenen uses one group of output neuron matrix with a fixed structure to represent input space, and enables output network to reflect the density distribution and topological information of input space through competitive learning, thereby realizing the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Haruna Chiroma. effect of dimensionality reduction. Competitive neural network normally is a two-layer network including input layer and output layer, simulating the excitation, hindrance and competition mechanisms among biological neurons, so that the neurons of output network compete with one another to be activated by the current input, with the winning neurons updating their own weight vector to adapt to new input. The training result is that the weight vector of every neuron in output network will be rapidly adjusted to be most approximate to the value of a certain type of input vector. Neurons at different regions are more sensitive to the input mode of their own region, hence leading to larger probability of being activated in competition. Therefore, competitive neural network enjoys the ability of learning classification of input vectors, hence serving as a kind of model that can realize mode recognition. Such a competitive neural network is beset by stability-plasticity dilemma as well [8] , i.e., if one system is excessively stable, it will not be good at adapting to rapidly changing environment; conversely, if the system is excessively sensitive to external stimulation, it will be difficult to obtain stable learning results while maintaining plasticity. To this end, Grossberg and Carpenter proposed the adaptive resonance theory (ART) [9] in an attempt to solve the stability-plasticity dilemma.
Thereafter, a kind of network with growth characteristics is proposed to solve the restrictions on SOM network, which is called self-organizing growth neural network (SOGNN). In 1995, Bernd Fritzke proposed a growing neural gas (GNG) network [10] , [11] , which in essence is a SOM. However, unlike SOM, GNG model is growing, and the number of neurons in its neural network can be increased or decreased with the self-organizing process of the model. The growing mechanism of GNG model originates from the ''Growing Cell Structures'' proposed by Bernd Fritzke in 1994 [12] . The topological structure generative mechanism of GNG model stems from the ''competitive hebbian learning'' proposed by Martinetz and Shulten in 1991 [13] . On the basis of SOM and GNG, the Self-organization incremental neural network(SOINN) algorithm [14] further enhances the plasticity of networks and stabilizes learning results through adding operations like deleting noise nodes and adaptive adjustment of threshold parameters. However, SOINN has some shortcomings. For example, the two-layer model of SOINN gives rise to the difficulty in choosing the appropriate opportunity to stop learning at the first layer to turn to the second layer; the effect of within-class insertion method in the first layer network for reducing quantization error is not obvious. As a result, SOINN based enhanced self-organizing incremental neural network (ESOINN) [15] , adjusted SOINN classifier (ASC) [16] and local distribution SOINN (LD-SOINN) [17] were proposed to solve the shortcomings in SOINN. In addition, there are also many incremental neural network models proposed, such as incremental neural network for classification and clustering (INNCC) [3] , grow when required network (GWR) [18] , self-organizing adaptive map (SOAM) [19] , and TopoART [20] .
The growing of SOGNN is shown in its incremental scale and structure. In general, it is not necessary to get to know the distribution of input space in advance for SOGNN, which can discover the distribution features and topological features of data in input space and further map the features onto output space with the constant learning and adjustment of network nodes as well as the increase of node number. However, current SOINN algorithms lack an effective and stable judgment index for the scale of output network growth, making them difficult to autonomously control the incremental scale of nodes and to adjust the approximation of output space to input space in an effective and objective manner. For example, the maximal neuron number in GNG algorithm is preset. When the neuron number is preset, excessively small input space will produce a large number of redundant neurons, while excessively large input space will lead to the loss of input space features due to insufficient neurons, hence influencing the accuracy of extraction. The execution times of SOINN algorithm are related to the size of input data sample. Therefore, it will be difficult for SOINN algorithm to ensure the accuracy of features extraction out of insufficient network learning. The GWR algorithm is confronted with the problem of threshold parameter a T selection. The activity threshold a T is a key condition of node growth. It represents the distance between the input signal and the winning node. If the threshold parameter is excessively small, then every new data input will be taken as a new mode and thus generate a node; while if the threshold parameter is excessively large, the number of nodes will be too small, and the network error will increase, which canąŕt accurately reflect the distribution of input data.
To solve the above problems, this paper proposes the judgment index of ''expected quantization error stability'' (EQES) to objectively judge upon the approximation of output space to input space. This index promises to make SOGNN algorithm autonomously adapt to the scale of input space and generate suitable number of neurons, with no need of presetting the scale of output network. When the network scale grows to a certain degree and satisfies the judgement index, the algorithm will stop growing new network nodes. This not only uplifts the accuracy of features extraction, but also improves the autonomous learning ability of the SOGNN algorithm and expands its application scope. By introducing the index of EQES, an improved GNG algorithm, called GNG-EQES, is proposed, which enables GNG algorithm to autonomously generate a suitable number of output network nodes without presetting the scale of output network. Furthermore, it also analyzes and verifies the validity and feasibility of the index through experiments in continuous input space and discrete input space.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II deals with the problem of evaluating and generating a reasonable size of the output space. Section III presents the definition and calculation methods for EQES. In Section IV, modified GNG algorithm by using EQES is designed to autonomously adapt to the scale of input space and thus generate an appropriate number of output network nodes. Experiments are presented in Section V. Finally, the conclusion is made in Section VI.
II. PROBLEMS DESCRIPTION
The SOGNN is a network model of a non-hidden layer composed of an input layer and an output layer, as shown in Fig. 1 , where the input space is D and ξ is an input signal randomly generated in D in probability p(ξ ), and w ξ i represents the distance between the input signal ξ and the network node v i . For example, for a discrete input space D = {ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ M }, then the probability of selecting any one of these signal points is p(ξ ) = 1 M . The input layer is used for receiving the input signal ξ generated randomly in the input space; The output layer of the SOGNN is essentially a graph, which can be represented as G = (V , E), where V is the set of nodes of graph G, E is the adjacency matrix between neurons, and w v indicating the position of the neuron v in input space. It is not necessary to know the distribution of input space in advance for SOGNN, which can discover the distribution and topological features of input space in a self-organizing manner and further map the features onto the output space with the learning and adjustment of network nodes. However, current SOGNN algorithms lack an effective and stable judgment index for the scale of output network growth, which makes them difficult to autonomously control the scale of node growth and to adjust the approximation of output space to input space in an effective and objective manner. The GNG algorithm proposed by Fritzke is one kind of typical SOGNN algorithm. In the GNG algorithm, the node number in output space is artificially preset. When the node number is preset, excessively small input space will produce a large number of redundant nodes, making the network huge; while excessively large input space will lead to the loss of input space features due to insufficient node number, hence influencing the accuracy of features extraction. In actual application, given that it is difficult to preset suitable number of nodes, many times of trial and error have to be made to obtain the suitable output network scale. To this end, it is of great importance to find one method to enable the SOGNN algorithm to regulate the scale of network growing in an adaptive manner and ultimately enhance its adaptability to input space.
III. DEFINITION AND CALCULATION OF THE STABILITY OF EXPECTED QUANTIZATION ERROR A. MINIMIZATION OF EXPECTED QUANTIZATION ERROR
The output layer of the SOGNN maps high-dimension input onto low-dimension output through self-organizing and self-learning means. Output network should maintain approximation with initial data, with a view to generating a set of neurons V , so that every input signal ξ can find a most approximate neuron v in to represent ξ , thereby minimizing the expected quantization error E(G) of the whole system [21] .
The goal of SOGNN learning lies in minimizing E(G). Under normal circumstances, there is no closed form optimal solution for E(G), so iterative operation is needed for optimization to converge to a suitable approximate optimal solution. In GNG algorithm, E(G) optimizes and adjusts the neurons of output network through gradient descent method, so as to enable E(G) to converge to an approximate optimal solution, as shown in equation 2.
where, ε is a constant, called learning rate; ξ t is a random input signal at the moment of t; and v is the winning neuron.
In actual algorithm operation, equation 2 enables E(G) to gradually decrease and tend to be stable with iteration operation of GNG algorithm, and the mapping effect of output space to input space is becoming stable. Therefore, this paper hopes to find an effective and stable index to judge whether E(G) has converged to a suitable degree, so as to make SOGNN algorithm autonomously generate a suitable number of nodes.
B. STABILITY OF EXPECTED QUANTIZATION ERROR
The expected quantization error E(G) of the growth neural network models gradually decreases and tends to be stable with the growing and learning of neural network nodes. The stability is displayed in two aspects: 1) narrowing fluctuation of E(G) as evidenced by lowering variance of E(G); and 2) the lowering and smoothing value of E(G), i.e., the stabilizing average of E(G), which reflects that the approximation between input space and output space is improving and stabilizing. The curve in Fig. 2 is the learning curve of E(G), from which it can be seen that both the values of E(G) and oscillation tend to be decreasing and stabilizing. Therefore, drawing on the feature of E(G) gradually inclining to stability, this paper samples a certain number of its most approximate errors to analyze the average and variance of E(G), and takes them together as the judgement index for the EQES. The smaller the error average and variance, the more stabilizing the EQES, the higher the approximation of output networks.
C. DEFINITION AND CALCULATION OF THE STABILITY OF EXPECTED QUANTIZATION ERROR
In the execution of SOGNN algorithm, E(G) keeps outputting in the form of data flow, as shown in Fig.2 . Therefore, the E(G) of output layer neural network at the moment of t can be expressed as:
It can be seen from Fig.2 that the most approximate subsequence of E G (t) data flow reflects the stability of approximation between output space and input space. With execution of algorithm, E G (t) gradually decreases and tends to be stable. At this moment, despite constant learning of selforganizing neural network and constant growing of network scale, E G (t) will tend to be stable instead of significantly changing, reflecting that the current node scale is suitable and can effectively express the distribution features and topological features of input space. Therefore, this paper uses slide window to store certain amount of error data, whose average and variance will be analyzed to explore the stability of the EQES. First of all, the data flow of EQES is defined
where, E G (t k ) represents the expected quantization errors of output network G at the moment of t k .
Definition 2 (Slide Window): Assume T is the window number of slide windows, then W [i − T : i] will be a continuous element sequence at a size of T ; where i is the serial number of newly generated element. Then:
Obviously, W [i − T : i] slides with time, hence called slide window.
Slide window stores the most approximate subsequence of the EQES data flow. The average W and variance D(W ) of T data values in slide window can be calculated:
and
Hence, the judgement index QEJ (D, G) for EQES can be defined as:
Definition 3 (QEJ (D, G)): QEJ (D, G) is defined as the judgement index for EQES, marked as:
where, T W and T D(W ) are the thresholds for the EQESąŕ average and variance. That EQES average W and variance D(W ) are smaller than threshold means that the output network approximation reaches the requirement and stops growing new network nodes. After the minimum-maximum normalization pretreatment of the expected quantization error, the 0.5 and 0.05 are selected as the mean and variance thresholds of EQEs by analyzing the change trend of the expected quantization error. As the judgement index for EQES, QEJ (D, G) is used to reflect the growing degree of output network. When QEJ (D, G) meets the conditions, the node scale of output network grows to a suitable value, which can fully express the features of input space, and will stop growing new nodes.
IV. GNG-EQES ALGORITHM WITH THE JUDGEMENT INDEX QEJ (D, G)
The traditional GNG algorithm generates new neurons with a fixed period of λ and inserts them into the GNG network until the number of network nodes reaches a predetermined number. However, it is difficult to know the size of the input space in advance, and it is also difficult to give the appropriate number of output network nodes in advance. In this paper, the traditional GNG algorithm is improved by introducing the criterion QEJ (D, G) of the expected quantization error stability between the output space and the input space, which can adjust the growth scale of the network adaptively. The proposed GNG-EQES algorithm can be summarized as the following steps:
where v 1 and v 2 are two neurons randomly generated in input space D;
The set of initialization edges E ⊆ V × V is an empty set, that is, there is no initial connection between the neurons.
(Step 2) Randomly generate a new signal ξ ∈ R n ; Find the two neurons s 1 and s 2 most similar to ξ in V , where
Step 3) Adjust s 1 and s 2 .
• If there is no connection between s 1 and s 2 , create a connection E = E ∪ {(s 1 , s 2 )}, that is, establish a connection for the two most similar nodes s 1 and s 2 . Set the age parameter of the new connection age (s 1 ,s 2 ) = 0.
• Adjust all age of connections connected with winner node s 1 :
where N s 1 is the neighbor node set of the node s 1 .
• Adjust the local accumulated error of winning node s 1 :
• Adjust the position vector of the winning node s 1 and the nodes connected to it with the learning rate b and n .
(Step 4)
Removes all edges where age is greater than a max , and deletes nodes with no connecting edges.
(Step 5) Insert new node.
• If the number of times the input signal is generated is an integer multiple of λ, then the node p with the largest locally accumulated error is found.
• Find out the neighbor node q of p with the largest local accumulated error, and insert new node r between q and p
• Insert edges between r and p and between r and q
• Remove the edge between q of p E = E\{(p, q)}
• Adjust the errors for nodes p and q, and set the errors for node r
• Adjust local accumulated errors for all nodes
(Step 6) Determines whether the stop condition has been met, and if not, goes to the (Step 2).
• Calculate the expected quantization error E G (t) of the output network at the current t time
• Standardize the E G (t) and add it to the data stream S = S ∪ E G (t), where K is the scaling factor
where MIN and MAX represent the minimal and maximal value of data flow S. • If the threshold condition of the expected quantization error stability criterion QEJ (D, G) is satisfied, then the new neuron will stop growing.
Step 6 is the content to be modified for traditional GNG algorithm. Through the steps, GNG algorithm is enabled to autonomously adapt to the scale of input space and thereby generate a suitable output network scale. The modified GNG algorithm, called GNG-EQES, can extract the distribution and topological information of input space through suitable number of nodes, without presetting the number of neurons in output space. Step 6 conducts MIN-MAX standardization pre-processing of expected quantization error E G (t) according to the equation 24; where, MIN and MAX represent the minimal value and maximal value in expected quantization error data flow S. The reason for MIN-MAX standardization pre-processing lies in that different input space normally has different dimensions that make it difficult for direct processing. After MIN-MAX standardization, indexes with different units or orders can be compared.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method, experiments are carried out in discrete input space and continuous input space. And the proposed method is applied to the construction of a mobile robot topology network map, and has been verified. Six discrete data sets. The number of signal points for these six discrete data sets is 99999, 3000, 5000, 52500, 788 and 312, respectively.
A. DISCRETE INPUT SPACE 1) SELF-ORGANIZING GROWTH LEARNING BASED ON THE GNG-EQES ALGORITHM
Six typical discrete data sets including Birch1, A1, S1, Artificial, Aggregation and Spiral are selected to validate the GNG-EQES algorithm, as shown in Fig. 3 . The signal point number of the 6 discrete data sets is respectively 99999, 3000, 5000, 52500, 788 and 312. This experiment did not preset the number of output network nodes, but instead the node growing scale was autonomously evaluated and controlled through the GNG-EQES algorithm. The parameter setting of the modified GNG algorithm is as follows: λ = 600; b = 0.1; n = 0.001; α = 0.5; β = 0.0005; a max = 88; K = 100; T = 50; T W = 0.5 and T D(W ) = 0.05, where, T = 50 means that the length of the slide window is 50; T W = 0.5 and T D(W ) = 0.05 mean that the judgement thresholds of QEJ (D, G) are 0.5 and 0.05, respectively. When the mean W and variance D(W ) are lower than the thresholds, the modified GNG algorithm will stop growing new nodes. Fig. 4 presents the learning results of GNG-EQES algorithm that has added the judgement index of the QEJ (D, G) for the 6 discrete input spaces, and the output network of the spaces contains 1235, 539, 510, 1061, 277 and 166 nodes, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the GNG-EQES can discover the distribution features and topological features of the data in input space in a self-organizing manner and further map the features onto the output network with constant learning of network. The areas with high density of data in input space occupy more network nodes, so they can accurately realize mode clustering and topology maintenance of input space. Meanwhile, the GNG-EQES algorithm successfully converges output space to a suitable scale through the judgement index of QEJ (D, G). It can be seen from the learning results that the judgement index is suitable not only to densely-distributed input space but also to sparsely-distributed input space, demonstrating wide adaptability of the GNG-EQES network. Even for the extremely sparse data set Spiral, it can also generate suitable output network, and accurately dig out its distribution and topological information. Figure 5 shows the trend of expected quantization errors in the learning process of the GNG-EQES algorithm in six discrete input spaces. It can be seen from the Fig. 5 that the expected quantization error E G (t) tends to decrease and stabilize with the continuous learning of the GNG-EQES algorithm, and when the mean W and variance D(W ) of the E G (t) satisfy the threshold condition QEJ (D, G) , the GNG-EQES algorithm will stop running actively. 
2) TRADITIONAL GNG ALGORITHM BASED SELF-ORGANIZING GROWTH LEARNING
Since traditional GNG algorithm lacks adaptive ability of output network, it is necessary to preset the number of output network nodes. However, under normal circumstances, it is difficult to get to know the input data scale in advance, so presetting the suitable number of network nodes is challenging for many times of trial and error are needed to confirm the suitable scale of output network. This paper respectively sets 100, 500 and 1000 nodes to conduct clustering and topological learning of the three discrete input spaces of Birch1, A1 and Aggregation, and compares the learning results with those of the GNG-EQES algorithm. Fig. 6 presents the learning results of traditional GNG algorithm. It can be seen from the figure that it is not easy to preset a suitable output network scale. For example, because the data scale of Birch1 is relatively large, the distribution and topological features of input space are not well extracted due to insufficient output network scale when the output network scale is 100 and 500, as shown in Fig. 6(a-b) . Fig. 6 (c) presents the learning results when the output network is set to have 1000 nodes, and it has obtained better learning results. As for input data A1, output network with 100 nodes seems insufficient while output network with 1000 nodes seems excessive, as shown in Fig. 6(d-f ). Compared with Birch1 and A1, Aggregation is relatively smaller in data scale, so the output network has seen a seriously excessive scale when the output network scale is set to be large, as shown in Fig. 6(h-i) . It can be seen from the figure that when the output network nodes are 500, the output network displays fragmentation, leading to the difficulty in expressing the distribution features and topological features of input data; when the output network nodes are 1000, the output network is completely fragmented, hence missing the goal of clustering algorithm. Table I is the comparison on the average and variance of QEJ (D, G) after output network growing between the GNG-EQES algorithm and traditional GNG algorithm. The data in the table is consistent with the experiment results in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 . It can be seen that the GNG-EQES algorithm adapts to the size of generated output network. When the output network stops growing, the average and variance of EQEs are smaller than the thresholds of 0.5 and 0.05, respectively.
But for traditional GNG algorithm, it is necessary to preset the output network scale, which, however, is difficult to be done as shown in the table. This can be analyzed from two aspects. On one hand, seen from the angle of different input data but the same output network scale, different input data need to possess different output network scale. For example, when the output network scale is set to be 500, there is a relatively large deviation in EQES' average and variance between the three data sets, showing that when the same output network scale is set, different input data will produce learning results with major differences. This can also be observed in Fig. 6(b, e, h) . 500 output nodes seem insufficient to Birch1, suitable to A1, and excessive to Aggregation. On the other hand, seen from the angle of different output network scale but the same input data, when different node scale is set, there is a large difference in EQESąŕ average and variance. This shows that traditional GNG algorithm requires many times of trial and error to obtain a possibly suitable output network.
In summary, it can be seen by comparing the learning results of the traditional GNG algorithm and the GNG-EQES algorithm that the latter can autonomously generate suitable output network scale without presetting. This not only effectively improves the autonomy and adaptiveness of SOGNN algorithm, allowing it to accurately extract the clustering and topological features of input space, but also overcomes the difficulty in presetting suitable output network scale.
B. CONTINUOUS INPUT SPACE
Square continuous input space and annular continuous input space are used to test the adaptiveness of the GNG-EQES algorithm to continuous input space. Fig. 7(a) and (c) present the learning results of the GNG-EQES algorithm for the two types of continuous input space, with 831 and 477 nodes generated respectively. Fig. 7 (b) and (d) represent the trend chart of the expected quantization error. It can be seen that with learning ongoing, the expected quantization error rapidly converge and maintain stable; when index QEJ (D, G) is smaller than the threshold, new network nodes will stop growing. Therefore, the GNG-EQES algorithm can well dig out the spatial distribution and topological information of continuous input space, and favorably adapt to continuous input space. Given that the learning process and effect between continuous input space and discrete input space are similar, this section will not belabor on more analyses or comparison.
C. APPLICATION EXAMPLE: CONSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION OF TOPOLOGICAL NETWORK MAP FOR MOBILE ROBOT
The use of environmental information by robots with autonomous navigation is displayed not only in real-time application, but also in learning and re-utilization of environment. An autonomous navigation system should possess the ability of building reasonable map models and utilizing them. A reasonable environmental model promises to effectively help mobile robots to realize navigation planning. Topological network map can abstract feasible regions in the movement environment of robots into a simple topological network model, which can conduct global knowledge extraction for the feasible regions in an environment in the form of topological network coverage. Hence, it not only maintains the global consistency of overall environment expression, but also helps mobile robots to realize navigation planning effectively.
The feasible regions in an environment can be expressed by the continuous input space; but due to the difficulty in getting to know the scale of feasible regions in advance, it is also challenging for traditional GNG network to generate topological network map with suitable scale. Therefore, this paper adopts the GNG-EQES algorithm to generate the topological network map that contains feasible regions. In this paper, obstacle information is provided as a priori knowledge of the global map. Assume Fig. 8(a) is the environment for robot movement, in which the dark color region (triangle, circle and square) is obstacles, and the remaining is feasible regions. Fig. 8(b) presents the topological network building results of the feasible regions through the GNG-EQES algorithm. It can be seen from the figure that the GNG-EQES algorithm is adopted to successfully extract global knowledge of feasible regions in environment, ultimately generating 697 network nodes. At this moment the EQES' average W and variance D(W ) are 0.46 and 0.047, respectively, both of which satisfy the threshold conditions and stop output network growing. It can be seen from the built topological network map that a small number of output network nodes are used to express a lot of map information, not only well describing the environmental structure but also clearly showing the connectivity between feasible regions. The built topological network map maintains the global consistency of overall environment, which can effectively help mobile robots to realize navigation planning. Robots can use A* algorithm to plan out reasonable routes in the learned topological network map, so as to guide robots in autonomous navigation in environment. Fig. 9 presents one route from starting point to destination planned in the built topological network by using A* algorithm, which can be used to guide robots to move to the destination step by step and complete the navigation task.
VI. CONCLUSION
SOGNN can conduct online incremental unsupervised learning of input data, and carry out clustering and topological expression of input space without any prior knowledge. However, it is difficult for current SOGNN algorithms to effectively evaluate and control the reasonable scale of node growing, hence making it challenging to autonomously generate a suitable total number of nodes. To solve this problem, this paper proposes one judgement method that can evaluate the node scale growth degree of output network, called the method for determining the stability of expected quantization error. This method enables incremental neural network algorithms to autonomously adapt to the scale of input space and then generate a suitable total number of nodes, without getting to know the distribution of input space in advance or presetting the scale of output network. When network scale grows to a certain degree and reaches the judgement threshold conditions, the approximation between output network and input data reaches stability, and the algorithm will stop growing new network nodes.
After modification, traditional GNG algorithms are enabled to autonomously adapt to the scale of input space and generate suitable output network without presetting the output network scale. This algorithm is called the GNG-EQES algorithm. Experimental analyses are conducted of different types of discrete input space and continuous input space, and the results verify the validity and feasibility of the method proposed. The GNG-EQES algorithm overcomes the difficulty of GNG algorithms in getting to know the size of input space in advance and presetting a suitable total number of nodes. It, on the one hand, improves the autonomy and adaptiveness of SOGNN algorithms, making them able to accurately extract the clustering features and topological features of input space, and on the other hand, uplifts the automation level and expand the application scope of SOGNN algorithms.
